This wireframe is based upon Ordnance Survey data with spot heights at 50m intervals and does not precisely model small screening effects of vegetation or buildings. The model of turbine shown is similar to that proposed for the development.
This wireframe is based upon Ordnance Survey data with spot heights at 50m intervals and does not precisely model small... screening effects of vegetation or buildings. The model of turbine shown is similar to that proposed for the development.
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FIGURE 8.7

Wireframe view - BOWL & MacColl & Stevenson -

Beatrice 36.74km, 21˚ ; MORL MacColl 57.06km, 19.3˚ ; MORL Stevenson 46.14km, 10.1˚ ;

MORL Telford 41.76km, 9.0˚
Existing view

This wireframe is based upon Ordnance Survey data with spot heights at 50m intervals and does not precisely model small screening effects of vegetation or buildings. The model of turbine shown is similar to that proposed for the development.
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FIGURE 8.8

Extents of Beatrice Offshore Wind Farm

Extent of MORL MacColl
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Wireframe views - BOWL & MacColl: Beatrice 27.35km, 29.3° ; MORL MacColl 49.14km, 23.9°

drawings only. No responsibility is accepted for any such material or data that may be obtained from the use of this drawing. No model or model shown is to be proposed for the development.
This wireframe is based upon Ordnance Survey data with spot heights at 50m intervals and does not precisely model small screening effects of vegetation or buildings. The model of turbine shown is similar to that proposed for the development.
Existing view

This wireframe is based upon Ordnance Survey data with spot heights at 50m intervals and does not precisely model small screening effects of vegetation or buildings. The model of turbine shown is similar to that proposed for the development.
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FIGURE 8.10

Extent of Beatrice Offshore Wind Farm
Extent of MORL MacColl
This wireframe is based upon Ordnance Survey data with spot heights at 50m intervals and does not precisely model small screening effects of vegetation or buildings. The model of turbine shown is similar to that proposed for the development.
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FIGURE 8.11
Wireframe view - BOWL & MacColl & Stevenson - Beatrice 32.49km, 26.4˚; MORL MacColl 54.31km, 22.1˚; MORL Stevenson 42.27km, 9.4˚; MORL Telford 40.15km, 8.1˚

Drawing title
Viewpoint 3: Sortat
12/06/2011 16.45 135° 33.37m 328903, 963005

Extent of Beatrice Offshore Wind Farm
Extent of MORL MacColl
Extent of MORL Stevenson
Extent of MORL Telford
Existing view
This wireframe is based upon Ordnance Survey data with spot heights at 50m intervals and does not precisely model small screening effects of vegetation or buildings. The model of turbine shown is similar to that proposed for the development.
Existing view
This wireframe is based upon Ordnance Survey data with spot heights at 50m intervals and does not precisely model small ... screening effects of vegetation or buildings. The model of turbine shown is similar to that proposed for the development.
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FIGURE 8.22

Beatrice Offshore Wind Farm (including MORL Wind Farms)
This wireframe is based upon Ordnance Survey data with spot heights at 50m intervals and does not precisely model small screening effects of vegetation or buildings. The model of turbine shown is similar to that proposed for the development.
Existing view

This wireframe is based upon Ordnance Survey data with spot heights at 50m intervals and does not precisely model small screening effects of vegetation or buildings. The model of turbine shown is similar to that proposed for the development.

Beatrice Offshore Wind Farm
(including Morl & MacColl

Extent of Beatrice Offshore Wind Farm
Extent of MORL MacColl
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Wireframe view - BOWL & MacColl - Beatrice 15.33km, 53.5˚; MORL MacColl 33.83km, 33.6˚
This wireframe is based upon Ordnance Survey data with spot heights at 50m intervals and does not precisely model small screening effects of vegetation or buildings. The model of turbine shown is similar to that proposed for the development.
This wireframe is based upon Ordnance Survey data with spot heights at 50m intervals and does not precisely model small screening effects of vegetation or buildings. The model of turbine shown is similar to that proposed for the development.
This wireframe is based upon Ordnance Survey data with spot heights at 50m intervals and does not precisely model small screening effects of vegetation or buildings. The model of turbine shown is similar to that proposed for the development.
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FIGURE 8.27
Wireframe view - BOWL & MacColl & Stevenson - Beatrice 33.06km, 24.7˚; MORL MacColl 43.83km, 18.4˚; MORL Stevenson 41.58km, 12.8˚.
Existing view
This wireframe is based upon Ordnance Survey data with spot heights at 50m intervals and does not precisely model small screening effects of vegetation or buildings. The model of turbine shown is similar to that proposed for the development.
This wireframe is based upon Ordnance Survey data with spot heights at 50m intervals and does not precisely model small screening effects of vegetation or buildings. The model of turbine shown is similar to that proposed for the development.
Existing view

This wireframe is based upon Ordnance Survey data with spot heights at 50m intervals and does not precisely model small... screening effects of vegetation or buildings. The model of turbine shown is similar to that proposed for the development.
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FIGURE 8.30

Field of Beatrice Offshore Wind Farm

Area of Influence

Nearst turbine: 29.48km, 29.3˚; MORL MacColl 50.70km, 23.5˚
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Beatrice Offshore Wind Farm (including MÖR Wind Farms)
This wireframe is based upon Ordnance Survey data with spot heights at 50m intervals and does not precisely model small screening effects of vegetation or buildings. The model of turbine shown is similar to that proposed for the development.
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FIGURE 8.31

Wireframe view - BOWL & MacColl & Stevenson - Beatrice 29.48km, 29.3˚; MORL MacColl 50.70km, 23.5˚; MORL Stevenson 39.38km, 11.0˚; MORL Telford 38.68km, 10.3˚
This wireframe is based upon Ordnance Survey data with spot heights at 50m intervals and does not precisely model small screening effects of vegetation or buildings. The model of turbine shown is similar to that proposed for the development.
This wireframe is based upon Ordnance Survey data with spot heights at 50m intervals and does not precisely model small screening effects of vegetation or buildings. The model of turbine shown is similar to that proposed for the development.
This wireframe is based upon Ordnance Survey data with spot heights at 50m intervals and does not precisely model small screening effects of vegetation or buildings. The model of turbine shown is similar to that proposed for the development.
This wireframe is based upon Ordnance Survey data with spot heights at 50m intervals and does not precisely model small screening effects of vegetation or buildings. The model of turbine shown is similar to that proposed for the development.
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FIGURE 8.35
Wireframe view - BOWL & MacColl & Stevenson - Beatrice 19.73km, 20.6˚; MORL MacColl 26.87km, 22.3˚; MORL Stevenson 24.89km, 17.8˚;

Wireframe view - BOWL & MacColl & Stevenson & Telford - Beatrice 19.73km, 20.6˚; MORL MacColl 26.87km, 22.3˚; MORL Stevenson 24.89km, 17.8˚; MORL Telford 17.83km, 28.1˚.
This wireframe is based upon Ordnance Survey data with spot heights at 50m intervals and does not precisely model small screening effects of vegetation or buildings. The model of turbine shown is similar to that proposed for the development.
This wireframe is based upon Ordnance Survey data with spot heights at 50m intervals and does not precisely model small screening effects of vegetation or buildings. The model of turbine shown is similar to that proposed for the development.
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FIGURE 8.37
Wireframe view - BOWL & MacColl & Stevenson -
Beatrice 29.74km, 15.1˚ ; MORL MacColl 40.19km, 18.1˚ ; MORL Stevenson 35.86km, 13.6˚ ;
MORL Telford 28.81km, 16.5˚
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Viewpoint 16: Ferry Route
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Extent of Beatrice Offshore Wind Farm
Extent of MORL MacColl
Extent of MORL Stevenson
Extent of MORL Telford
This wireframe is based upon Ordnance Survey data with spot heights at 50m intervals and does not precisely model small screening effects of vegetation or buildings. The model of turbine shown is similar to that proposed for the development.
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Beatrice Offshore Wind Farm

(including Morlindale Farm)
This wireframe is based upon Ordnance Survey data with spot heights at 50m intervals and does not precisely model small screening effects of vegetation or buildings. The model of turbine shown is similar to that proposed for the development.
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FIGURE 8.39
Wireframe view - BOWL & MacColl & Stevenson - Beatrice 19.55km, 42.2˚ ; MORL MacColl 34.56km, 29.1˚ ; MORL Stevenson 27.28km, 18.7˚ 
Wireframe view - BOWL & MacColl & Stevenson & Telford - Beatrice 19.55km, 42.2˚ ; MORL MacColl 34.56km, 29.1˚ ; MORL Stevenson 27.28km, 18.7˚ ; MORL Telford 31.14km, 17.6˚